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Execu&ve Summary 

In a world that is struggling daily with climate change and dwindling good quality water resources, 
we need to find a more holisFc approach to water management that considers all the Sustainable 
Development Goals. It is the responsibility of all authoriFes, businesses and ciFzens to work with 
communiFes to find soluFons for the dwindling of our water resources having regard to society and 
the environment. This paper a.empts to examine how countries can legislaFvely safeguard essenFal 
elements of the human right to water in worsening climate condiFons, and what this means for 
service providers and businesses. 

A really challenging area that is ocen overlooked in legislaFon relates to equality and inclusion in 
water management, as defined by the Human Rights-Based Approach, the HRBA. 

The HRBA is included in internaFonal law for water, wastewater (sanitaFon) and the environment, 
and it integrates the principles of public parFcipaFon and inclusivity, non-discriminaFon, access to 
informaFon and transparency, accountability and sustainability (see SecFon 2: The Human Rights-
Based Approach ). Through a thorough review of water and environmental laws in 16 countries, we 
have gathered good pracFces from three regions of the world to explain how these laws have been 
incorporated.  It is evident that none of these countries have integrated every aspect of the HRBA, so 
this document highlights some of the be.er examples from each. 

In terms of how this affects the day-to-day operaFon of water services, industrial and commercial 
enterprises, and municipal policy makers, these extracts provide a guide on how to best integrate the 
HRBA in water laws and policies, and the noFce that should be given to internaFonal law as it refers 
to water, wastewater management, and the maintenance of a safe, clean and healthy environment.  

A selecFon of the good pracFces for each principle under the HRBA, are highlighted below: 

Non-DiscriminaFon Legal measures need to be taken to protect the more vulnerable  

Public ParFcipaFon Meaningful parFcipaFon of all relevant stakeholders needs to be 
acFvely encouraged through law and policy  

Access to InformaFon Access to informaFon about water resources should be simple, 
easily accessible, and in a format that communiFes can access  

Accountability The grievance and remedy process should encourage parFcipaFon 
without harassment  

Sustainability Nature-based soluFons should always be considered as part of the 
soluFon for long-term sustainability  

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT  

This is report was prepared in collaboraFon with Human Right 2 Water, Inter-American Development 
Bank, Nestlé, and Water Research Commission (the ‘Collaborators’)1. 

The analysis carried out for this report was for the purpose of this report only and is not intended to 
be understood as findings of fact or admissions of liability. While the report is supported by all the 
Collaborators, not every element of the report, may be endorsed by all of the Collaborators. Further, 

 

1 The informa,on contained herein is based on the Collaborators’ research and analysis, but it does not 
cons,tute professional or legal advice or is a subs,tute thereof. Nothing in this report should be construed as 
implying new legal obliga,ons or intended to explore individual approaches to, or involvement in, specific 
impacts and nothing in it should be deemed or construed as statements made individually by Collaborators.  
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it is the Collaborators’ understanding that changes in circumstances may occur acer the finalizaFon of 
the report which may impact its accuracy in certain aspects. 

1. Introduc&on 

The human right to water2, includes criteria to lay out the essenFal elements of meeFng this human 
right (accessibility, availability, affordability, acceptability and quality) and addresses the principles of 
the HRBA - equality and non-discriminaFon, parFcipaFon and inclusion, access to informaFon, 
accountability and sustainability.  These are commonly known as cross-cuing principles.  

The integraFon of the HRBA in water governance has accelerated over the years and proven to be 
effecFve. HRBA is a common framework that seeks to further human rights by incorporaFng the 
applicaFon of human rights principles in all steps of service provision. At the heart of HRBA lies the 
aspiraFon to support the capaciFes of rights-holders to claim their rights and duty-bearers to fulfil 
their human rights obligaFons. Emphasis is placed on ensuring acFon to support the marginalised 
and vulnerable.  

The corresponding principles of the human rights to water and sanitaFon (HRWS), and the right to a 
healthy environment (HRHE), are rooted in the HRBA, and the integraFon of these internaFonal 
principles into naFonal law provide for a more sustainable and inclusive governance framework that 
is reacFve to the changing environment today, the need for current data and informaFon, and for 
people to be engaged in decision-making at all levels. 

Water demand and supply is subject to conFnuous change related to climate, reflected in more 
frequent extreme weather events, and resulFng in an increasing necessity to re-evaluate planning for 
water availability through populaFon growth, mobility and increasingly scarce and contaminated 
resources. There is an important need to access Fmely informaFon for planning, and for the 
community to be engaged in water management decisions.  Without reacFve planning based on 
good data, and without the acFve engagement and understanding of all members of society, the 
world will struggle to deal with the resilience needed to adapt and miFgate to climate change. 

For service providers and businesses that provide, use or impact water resources, whether state-
owned, private, or a blend of public and private partnerships (PPPs), the HRBA can provide a 
framework for effecFve management.  The legal and policy frameworks set a minimum standard for 
services to adhere to.  This document aims to highlight some of the good pracFces from each region, 
to serve as a reference and a source of example laws for service providers, businesses and naFonal 
governments. 

1.1 Methodology 

This report draws upon a much larger study that was conducted by Human Right 2 Water in 2022-
2023 in 16 countries. It captures the way that the water-related rights, and the HRBA principles for 
water and sanitaFon provision and a healthy environment have been integrated into naFonal law in 
three regions: LaFn America, Africa and Asia.  By far the most challenging area for legislaFon is found 
in the principles of the HRBA. By highlighFng the good pracFces in several countries, we are able to 
share approaches that are currently used under different cultural, geophysical, social, economic and 
poliFcal condiFons 

Table 1: List of countries in the study 

 

2 In this document, the ‘human right to water’ assumes the inclusion of both the rights to water and to 
sanitation, as explained in Section 2 on The Human Rights Based Approach 
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A comparaFve analysis between the principles of the HRWS and the HRHEi was used as the 
foundaFon for the analysis, to capture the areas where these human rights are linked. The 
methodology was then integrated into the HR2W country legal mapping approach for water and 
sanitaFonii. 

The naFonal legal studies have then been used as a source of informaFon for drawing on the key 
principles that are highlighted in this analysis. From this raw data it is possible to draw conclusions 
about the areas where there are potenFal gaps in policies related to the human rights-based 
approach and use this to develop a set of recommendaFons for inclusive decision-making that will 
support the management of water in climate adapFve situaFons. 

The following two graphs capture the key principles by region, where there are strong policies for an 
inclusive, parFcipatory, non-discriminatory approach, with frameworks for data transparency, 
accountability and sustainability (Figure 1) and the collecFve principles globally (Figure 2). 

 
The height of the bars demonstrates the extent to which each principle has been integrated into 
naFonal law for water, sanitaFon and a healthy environment.  50% implies that half of the relevant 
laws reflected in the HR2W analysis are represented. It is possible to see that, based on the countries 
studied, that the right to informaFon was the principle most adopted in naFonal law, and that non-
discriminaFon and public parFcipaFon were the weakest.  

Latin America Africa Asia
Costa Rica Chad India
El-Salvador Kenya Nepal
Guatemala Niger New Zealand
Honduras Senegal Singapore
Mexico South Africa Turkey
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Despite a fairly low representaFon (on average around 50% of the laws were included), there were 
some good pracFces from each region. Referencing the actual laws under each of the principles (the 
five elements shown in the chart), we are in a posiFon to highlight some of the more exemplary good 
pracFces from each of the Regions and countries analysed.   

2. The Human Rights-Based Approachiii 

The integraFon of human rights into development programming has been ongoing for quite some 
Fme, although the term ‘human rights-based approach’ (HRBA) is a more recent development. It was 
in 1997, during Kofi Annan’s mandate as Secretary General of the UN, that he recognised the 
importance of an HRBA and advocated in favour of its implementaFon across the UN System.  

The human right to water, as first described by General Comment No.15iv (now the human rights to 
water and sanitaFon) includes criteria to lay out the essenFal elements of meeFng this human right 
(accessibility, availability, affordability, acceptability and quality) and addresses the principles of the 
HRBA.  A really challenging area, and that most ocen missing in legislaFon, relates to equality and 
inclusion, as defined by the HRBA. 

AdopFng an HRBA means incorporaFng human rights and human rights principles into any and every 
working project. It goes beyond focusing on outcomes and draws a.enFon to the enFre process, 
implemenFng human rights principles in every step of the project design, planning and operaFons – 
by applying this method, the result will also have a posiFve effect in strengthening human rights.  

As the HRBA gained tracFon and became a widely used approach, different a.empts to define the 
term have emerged. For this reason, there is no single universal definiFon for HRBA.  

The most common definiFon comes from the UN Common Understanding,v as it serves as the 
foundaFon for organisaFons which then may adapt the approach to their own mandates. Adopted in 
2003 by the UN Sustainable Development Group (UNSDG), the UN Common Understanding on 
HRBAs to Development CooperaFon and Programming (UN Common Understanding) sought to make 
sure that UN agencies, funds and programmes consistently implemented an HRBA in their 
programmes at a global and regional level. Most importantly, these guidelines provide pracFFoners 
with the tools necessary to operaFonalise an HRBA and mainstream human rights in their work.  

Bearing in mind the guiding principles determined by the UN Common Understanding, the 
incorporaFon of HRBA represents a change in thinking, shicing from previously more common 
approaches, such as charity and needs based. HRBA focuses on building holisFc processes and 
empowering individuals to claim their rights, while charity and needs approaches focus primarily on 
input and short-term soluFons.vi 

Every person is enFtled to inalienable and fundamental human rights. To guarantee the protecFon of 
human dignity, human rights to water and sanitaFon need to follow these five principles: 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Non-Discrimination, Equality, Universal Access

Right to Information, transparency

Public Participation

Accountability, remedies and complaints procedures

Sustainability

Figure 2 Principles of a HRBA included in law (water, sanitation, environment) 
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Equality and Non-Discrimina4on:  

Individuals are equally enFtled to their human rights without discriminaFon of race, colour, sex, 
ethnicity, age, language, religion, poliFcal or other opinion, naFonal or social origin, disability, 
property, birth or other status, as explained by ArFcle 2 of the Universal DeclaraFon of Human Rights 
(UDHR),vii and promoted by other human rights treaty bodies, such as the Commi.ee on the 
EliminaFon of Racial DiscriminaFon (CERD) and the Commi.ee on the Rights of Persons with 
DisabiliFes.viii 

Par4cipa4on and Inclusion: 

The right to parFcipate in poliFcal and public life directly and indirectly, as well as in key decision-
making processes, is an integral component of empowering individuals and groups. It is one of the 
core elements of the HRBA aimed at eliminaFng marginalisaFon and discriminaFon. Indeed, the UN 
DeclaraFon on the Right to Development (UNDRD) notably recognises that all persons are enFtled to 
an acFve, free and informed parFcipaFon in their contribuFon to and for their enjoyment of civil, 
economic, social, cultural and poliFcal development, through which all other human rights and 
fundamental freedoms can be realised.ix  

Access to Informa4on:  

The right to informaFon encompasses the right to access informaFon held by public bodies and 
reflects the premise that all informaFon held by governments and governmental insFtuFons is in 
principle public and can only be withheld for legiFmate reasons. It is an integral component of the 
fundamental right of freedom of expression, as recognised by resoluFon 59 of the UN General 
Assembly (1946),x and ArFcle 19 of the UDHR (1948). The freedom of expression encompasses the 
freedom ‘to seek, receive and impart informaFon and ideas through any media regardless of 
fronFers.’xi  

Accountability:  

This principle enFtles rights-holders to insFtute proceedings to seek appropriate redress for the 
violaFon of their human rights before a competent domesFc court, an internaFonal court, such as 
the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), or an internaFonal treaty body, such as the UN Human 
Rights Commi.ee (UNHCR), in accordance with the rules and procedures provided by the law. Many 
internaFonal and regional treaFes demand an effecFve remedy to be made available for individual 
vicFms of human rights violaFons.xii A remedy involves two key components: firstly, the vicFm having 
access to the appropriate authoriFes to have his/her claim fairly heard and adjudicated upon and 
secondly, the redress or relief that he/she can receive because of insFtuFng such a claim.   

Sustainability:  

This requires us to be mindful of future generaFons and guarantee access to water and sanitaFon, 
while maintaining balance among economic, social, and environmental sustainability. This noFon of 
intergeneraFonal equity was notably enshrined in Principle 3 of the Rio DeclaraFon,xiii and reiterated 
by the UN Commi.ee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) through its General Comment 
15 (GC 15).xiv  
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3. Good Prac&ces 

The following secFons highlight good pracFces from each of the three regions studied, under each of 
the principles of the HRBA. The introductory table for each secFon pulls together the relevant 
principles from the HRHE and the HRWS, and the examples show good pracFces that demonstrate 
how these principles are given effect through naFonal laws. It is worthwhile noFng that these are 
analyses based naFonal law reviews, and not an expression of how the laws have been implemented 
through adopFon of policy at the local level. 

3.1 Non-Discrimina8on, Equity and Universal Access 

Principles of the Human Right to a Healthy 
Environment (from Framework Principles) 

Principles of the Human Rights to Water and 
SanitaFon (from General Comment No.15) 

Non-Discrimina,on, Equity and Universal Access 

Principle 1. States should prohibit 
discriminaFon and ensure equal and 
effecFve protecFon against discriminaFon 
in relaFon to the enjoyment of a safe, 
clean, healthy and sustainable 
environment. 

GC.  15. With respect to the right to water, States 
parFes have a special obligaFon to provide those 
who do not have sufficient means with the 
necessary water and water faciliFes and to 
prevent any discriminaFon on internaFonally 
prohibited grounds in the provision of water and 
water services. 

Non-discriminaFon is one of the more challenging principles to deal with in pracFce, although it may 
be recognised in law. However, without recogniFon of non-discriminaFon, there is li.le chance of 
widespread recogniFon of the problem, and acFon at the local level. From this basic principle, many 
policies should then be developed to enact improvements in discriminaFon, impacFng the most 
vulnerable members of society and their access to water and wastewater services and sanitaFon 
(’Water Services’). The human right to a clean, healthy and sustainable environment, is especially 
important for people that depend on untreated surface water, or local wells for their main source of 
potable water. 

In planning for climate extreme events, non-discriminaFon is criFcal to protect the human rights of 
the most vulnerable, and to design water services to ensure that the most heavily impacted and 
marginalised people are given priority.  The first hurdle in legislaFon is to recognise that there is 
potenFal for discriminaFon, in order to build soluFons to cope with the resulFng inequaliFes. These 
examples show different approaches to dealing with discriminaFon in the context of water 
management and the protecFon of the environment ranging from the general approach to equity, to 
the specific examples on gender and inclusion of specific disadvantaged groups. 

i. Legal measures to protect the rights of those who are most vulnerable.  

Guatemala 

Good Prac.ce: The cons.tu.on provides for non-discrimina.on when it comes to people’s health, and 
it links the conserva.on and protec.on of the environment to social and economic well-being. 

Art. 64 of the ConsFtuFon provides that “[t]he conservaFon, protecFon and improvement of the 
natural heritage of the NaFon [,] is declared [to be] of naFonal interest. The State will promote the 
creaFon of naFonal parks, reservaFons, and natural sanctuaries [refugios], which are inalienable. A 
law will guarantee their protecFon and that of the fauna and the flora that exists within them.” Also, 
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Art. 93 of the ConsFtuFon provides that “The enjoyment of health is a fundamental right of the 
human being, without any discriminaFon.” Moreover, Art. 97 provides that “The State, the 
municipali;es and the inhabitants of the na;onal territory are obligated to promote the social, 
economic, and technological development that prevents the pollu;on of the environment and 
maintains the ecological balance. All the necessary regula;ons will be dictated to guarantee that the 
use…” 

Kenya 
Good Prac.ce: Affirma.ve ac.on with an equalisa.on fund established to ensure basic services are 
provided to marginalised areas. 

Art. 56 and 204 ConsFtuFon of Kenya 2016 state that the State shall put in place affirmaFve acFon 
programmes designed to ensure that minoriFes and marginalised groups have reasonable access to 
water, health services and infrastructure. The EqualisaFon Fund shall be established for the purpose 
of, amongst other things, ensuring basic services including water are provided to marginalised areas 
to the extent necessary to bring the quality of those services in those areas to the level generally 
enjoyed by the rest of the naFon, so far as possible.   

India 

Good Prac.ce: The right to access to clean drinking water is considered fundamental to life. 

ArFcle 21 of the ConsFtuFon states that “no person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty 
except according to the procedure established by law”. This was interpreted by the court to include 
the enFtlement of ciFzens to receive safe drinking water (potable water) in Bandhua MukF Morcha 
vs. Union of India, where the peFFoner was an ‘an organisaFon dedicated to the cause of the release 
of bonded labourers’. By various surveys, it was found that several workmen in these mines were 
migrant workers from other States in India who were ‘bonded labourers.’ They were living in 
condiFons of extreme poverty. The mine owners did not provide them with shelter, clean drinking 
water, latrines or medical faciliFes– as such, the peFFoner filed a peFFon under ArFcle 32 of the 
ConsFtuFon. The Supreme Court, by staFng that there is no doubt that pure drinking water is 
absolutely essenFal to the health and welfare of the workmen and some authority has to be 
responsible for providing it, derived the concept of right to ‘healthy environment’ as part of the right 
to life. 

The court recently reiterated again that “the right to access to clean drinking water is fundamental to 
life and there is a duty on the state under ArFcle 21 to provide clean drinking water to its ciFzens”. It 
was held by the court that “Any act of the State that allows polluFon of water body must be treated 
as arbitrary and contrary to the public interest and in violaFon of the right to clean water under 
ArFcle 21. 

ii. The prohibi8on of direct and indirect discrimina8on and promo8on of equality 

Honduras 

Good Prac.ce: The principle that water is a social resource, with equitable access. 

ArFcle 3 of the General Water Law requires the management of water resources to conform to a list 
of principles, among those the principle that “water is a social resource, its access will be equitable.” 
ArFcle 6 of the Framework Law provides that treatment of users should be guided by the principles 
of “equality, equity, and solidarity.” ArFcle 13 of the Framework Law also empowers ERSAPS to 
invesFgate and punish illegal or discriminatory conduct among providers and users alike.  Finally, 
ArFcle 14(10) of the ERSAPS RegulaFon No. 1/2006 requires service providers to “establish efficient 
mechanisms for the resoluFon of conflicts that may arise with users, who should receive respecsul 
and non-discriminatory treatment.” 
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Kenya 

Good Prac.ce: There is a Water Sector Trust Fund to provide grants to coun.es to assist in financing 
development in marginalised areas. 

Every person has the right to access water resources. See secFon 9 Kenya Water Act 2016. 

Dividends or other payments shall not be paid to the owners of public water services providers as 
long as the universal rights of access to safe and clean water have not been achieved by the 
designated service areas. See SecFon 131(3) Kenya Water Act 2016.    

The Water Sector Trust Fund is established to provide condiFonal and uncondiFonal grants to 
counFes to assist in financing the development and management of water services in marginalised 
areas. See SecFon 114 Kenya Water Act 2016.    

Nepal 

Good Prac.ce: Explicit men.on in the cons.tu.on that all ci.zens are equal, and there shall be no 
discrimina.on on any grounds. 

ArFcle 18 of the ConsFtuFon: “All ciFzens shall be equal before law. No person shall be denied the 
equal protecFon of law. There shall be no discriminaFon in the applicaFon of general laws on 
grounds of origin, religion, race, caste, tribe, sex, physical condiFons, disability, health condiFon, 
marital status, pregnancy, economic condiFon, language or geographical region, ideology and such 
other ma.ers.” 

ArFcle 24 further sFpulates rights opposing untouchability and discriminaFon that becomes 
important in ensuring availability and accessibility of water and sanitaFon services: “in producing or 
distribuFng any goods, services or faciliFes, no person belonging to any parFcular caste or tribe shall 
be prevented from purchasing or acquiring such goods, services or faciliFes nor shall such goods, 
services or faciliFes be sold, distributed or provided only to the persons belonging to any parFcular 
caste or tribe.” 

Further the NaFonal Water Policy includes social inclusion key element of the country’s commitment 
to shared growth.  

Sec. 39 (2) of the Children´s Act, 2048 (1992) menFons that prevenFng children from drinking water 
is not jusFfiable for punishment to maintain discipline. 

iii. People do not suffer from a reduc8on in the health of their environment. 

Nepal 
Good Prac.ce: Vic.ms of environmental pollu.on and degrada.on have the right to be compensated 
by the pollu.ng en.ty.  

ArFcle 30 of the ConsFtuFon provides that each person shall have the right to live in a healthy and 
clean environment. The vicFm of environmental polluFon and degradaFon has the right to be 
compensated by the pollutant as provided for by law. 

One of the objecFves of the Water Resources Policy 2020 is to develop water resources with minimal 
negaFve impact to the environment. Further, the Water Resources Policy 2020’s working strategies 
includes that the water resource project affected areas shall be cared for and protected; and the 
water resources shall be developed by minimizing the negaFve impacts on society, culture and the 
environment. 
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iv. Legal recogni8on for women in safeguarding the environment and water 
resources. 

El-Salvador 

Good Prac.ce: Women are ac.vely encouraged to par.cipate in environmental processes, and 
regulators need to consider how environmental policies may adversely impact women over men.   

The Law on Equality, Equity and EradicaFon of DiscriminaFon against Women (Ley de Igualdad, 
Equidad, y Erradicación de la Discriminación Contra las Mujeres-“Women’s Equality Law”) specifically 
encourages the parFcipaFon of women in developing environmental policies.  Environmental 
regulators are required to take into account how their environmental policies may adversely impact 
women over men. Women’s Equality Law, Art. 32. 

Nepal 

Good Prac.ce: Enhanced par.cipa.on of women and vulnerable groups in decision-making. 

Under the NaFonal Urban Water Supply and SanitaFon Sector Policy 2009, one of the objecFves is to 
ensure the parFcipaFon of users, especially women and the vulnerable groups, in arFculaFon of 
their concerns and in decision making at all pracFcal levels. Similarly, the Rural Water Supply and 
SanitaFon NaFonal Strategy 2004 includes enhanced parFcipaFon by gender, caste and 
disadvantaged groups. 

Kenya 

Good Prac.ce: Gender diversity is systema.cally included in senior appointments. 

Under the First Schedule of the Kenya Water Act 2016, appointments to the board of the Authority, 
Regulatory Board, board of water works development agencies, board of Water Sector Trust Fund, 
board of the NaFonal Water HarvesFng and Storage Authority and any commi.ee or tribunal 
established under the 2016 Act must have regard to gender diversity. See SecFon 2(1)(d) First 
Schedule, Kenya Water Act 2016.    

3.2  Public Par8cipa8on 

Principles of the Human Right to a Healthy 
Environment (from Framework Principles) 

Principles of the Human Rights to Water and 
SanitaFon (from General Comment No.15) 

Public Par4cipa4on 

Principle 2. States should provide for and 
facilitate public parFcipaFon in decision-
making related to the environment and 
take the views of the public into account 
in the decision-making process. 

GC 48. The formulaFon and implementaFon of 
naFonal water strategies and plans of acFon 
should respect, inter alia, the principles of non-
discriminaFon and people's parFcipaFon. The 
right of individuals and groups to parFcipate in 
decision-making processes that may affect their 
exercise of the right to water must be an integral 
part of any policy, programme or strategy 
concerning water. Individuals and groups should 
be given full and equal access to informaFon 
concerning water, water services and the 
environment, held by public authoriFes or third 
parFes. 
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Public parFcipaFon, and the interpreted meaning of these words, varies vastly across the regions. In 
some countries this parFcipaFon may be limited to the sharing of informaFon, the right to access 
data and the right to comment, quesFon or complain about the data. In many countries, in LaFn 
America especially, the governance framework revolves around the local communiFes operaFng 
their own water systems, such that they are more completely involved in the decision-making 
process.  Most countries are somewhere in between the two systems, with public parFcipaFon 
regarded as an important part of consultaFve processes, and the decision-making programmes. 

When regarding climate adaptaFon, a range of nature-based and locally sustainable soluFons need 
to be sought, requiring the local and historical knowledge of the community.  It therefore becomes 
extremely important to gather informaFon from people whose forefathers have lived on the land, 
and a diverse group of people, including women, elderly, indigenous and nomadic socieFes. Including 
them meaningfully in the decision-making process may not happen without legislaFon to make this 
possible. 

The following examples include processes for engaging local communiFes in water-related decisions, 
and regulaFons for insisFng that parFcipaFon is meaningful for vulnerable groups. While not 
addressing climate adaptaFon directly, the inclusion of stakeholders in water management decision-
making is a good basis for dealing with adaptaFon decisions. 

v. Law and policy addressing public par8cipa8on. 

Costa Rica 

Good Prac.ce: The forma.on of local coopera.ves, called rural aqueduct associa.ons, to enable the 
par.cipa.on of local communi.es in water management. 

The water governance structure in Costa Rica provides for a mulF-layered water management 
system, with the responsibility for clean water provision given to local cooperaFves, called rural 
aqueduct associaFons, ASADAS (Las Asociaciones administradoras de los Sistemas de Acueductos y 
Alcantarillados comunales)xv. 

ArFcle 2(a) of the Environmental Law of Costa Rica provides that the State and the individuals must 
parFcipate in the sustainable preservaFon of the environment, described as a common heritage of 
all the inhabitants of Costa Rica”. 
ArFcle 1 of Law 8861 similarly provides that “people living in the Republic have the right to 
parFcipate acFvely and consciously, in the decision-making process whose purpose is to protect and 
improve the environment. The State, municipaliFes and other public insFtuFons have the duty to 
guarantee this right and to promote its effecFve enforcement.” 

Mexico 

Good Prac.ce: The water services provider must provide spaces and mechanisms for individuals, 
communi.es and organisa.ons to par.cipate in water decision-making and management. 

ArFcle 14 BIS (I-III) of the NaFonal Water Law provides that CONAGUA must acFvely engage with 
individuals, communiFes and organizaFons seeking to express their views and parFcipate in water-
related issues.  To that end, CONAGUA must provide the spaces and mechanisms for those groups to 
parFcipate in water decision-making processes and management; make explicit commitments 
resulFng from water decisions and management; and assume direct responsibiliFes in 
implementaFon, implementaFon, monitoring and evaluaFon of specific measures to contribute to 
the soluFon of water problems and to the improvement of water resources management. CONAGUA 
must also conclude agreements to improve and promote water culture at the naFonal level.  It must 
also conclude agreements with water users for the conservaFon, preservaFon, restoraFon and 
efficient use of water.    
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South Africa 

Good Prac.ce: Public par.cipa.on in environment governance is a fundamental principle, allowing for 
the development of understanding, skills and capacity to par.cipate equitably and effec.vely. 

SecFon 2 of NEMA (The NaFonal Environmental Management Act 107 of 1998) promotes public 
parFcipaFon of all interested and affected parFes in environmental governance as a fundamental 
principle and objecFve of NEMA and states that people must have the opportunity to develop the 
understanding, skills and capacity necessary for achieving equitable and effecFve parFcipaFon.  
NEMA provides for public parFcipaFon as a minimum requirement (among others) when, inter alia, 
(i) introducing new legislaFon and/or regulaFons; (ii) applicaFons are submi.ed for environmental 
authorisaFons (for purposes of conducFng the requisite environmental impact assessment); (iii) the 
Minister concludes environmental management cooperaFon agreements in accordance with the 
provisions of NEMA. 

Uganda 

Good Prac.ce: Par.cipa.on of under-represented groups such as women, youth, disabled, NGOs and 
academic ins.tu.ons are required to be represented in senior decision-making bodies, and also 
through water and sanita.on user groups, land commiVees, and environment management processes. 

The legal framework tackles parFcipaFon by requiring that certain groups of people, such as women, 
persons with disabiliFes, the youth or even NGOs, research and academic insFtuFons, are 
represented within councils but also within the board of directors of The NaFonal Management 
Environment Act (NEMA), for instance the Water and SanitaFon Gender Strategy (2018-2022) and 
the Environmental Health Policy of 2005 and NaFonal Environment Management Policy of 1994. The 
Water Act and the Land Act also enable parFcipaFon respecFvely through water user groups and 
water and sanitaFon commi.ees, and via communal land associaFons and land commi.ees. In 
addiFon to the provisions that require adequate representaFon in certain commi.ees or insFtuFons, 
the legal framework also clearly arFculates the concept of parFcipaFon in the ConsFtuFon, the Local 
Governments Act, the Water Act and the Environment Act. ParFcipaFon is mainly enshrined as a 
principle that must be taken into account or be referred to by certain bodies. For example, NEMA 
must ensure the observance of the principles of environment management, which include “to 
encourage the parFcipaFon by the people of Uganda in the development of policies, plans and 
processes for the management of the environment” (secFon 5(2)(a) Environmental Act). 

Nepal 

Good Prac.ce: The right to par.cipate for all marginalised and vulnerable groups is integrated 
throughout the Cons.tu.on and Plans for the water sector development, the management of water 
resources, and the protec.on of the environment. 

Art. 42 (1) of the ConsFtuFon sFpulates the right to parFcipate with regards to marginalised and 
vulnerable groups: “The socially backward women, Dalit, indigenous people, indigenous 
naFonaliFes, Madhesi, Tharu, minoriFes, persons with disabiliFes, marginalized communiFes, 
Muslims, backward classes, gender and sexual minoriFes, youths, farmers, labourers, oppressed or 
ciFzens of backward regions and indigent Khas Aryashall have the right to parFcipate in the State 
bodies on the basis of inclusive principle.” 

Further, the NaFonal Water Plan 2005 includes parFcipaFon of and consultaFon with all stakeholders 
as a policy principle for water sector development (Art. 3.2). Increased gender-balanced parFcipaFon 
and a.enFon to marginalised and vulnerable groups is also listed among the social development 
principles.   

The Water Resources Policy 2020’s working strategies includes encouragement and increase of 
parFcipaFon of related stakeholders and private sector for the conservaFon and development of 
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water resources. Similarly, in its environmental sustainability principles, the Water Resources 
Strategy 2002 includes public parFcipaFon in environmental protecFon, conservaFon and 
management as essenFal for the sustainable development of water resources. 

vi. Par8cipa8on in water-related issues  

Costa Rica 

Good Prac.ce: The forma.on of decentralised, regional bodies (Councils) through the par.cipa.on of 
civil society, to enable and promote ci.zen par.cipa.on in the discussion of environmental policies. 

 

ArFcle 7 of the Environmental Law of Costa Rica provides for the formaFon of “Regional 
Environmental Councils” under the umbrella of the Ministry of Environment and Energy.  The 
Councils are decentralized, regional bodies, created with the parFcipaFon of civil society for 
the analysis, discussion and control of environmental acFviFes, programs and projects.  
These councils shall promote—through acFviFes, programs and projects—ciFzen 
parFcipaFon in the analysis and discussion of environmental policies affecFng the 
corresponding regions.  
For projects that may have an environmental impact, ArFcle 22 of the Environmental Law of 
Costa Rica provides that “persons, natural or legal, public or private, shall have the right to 
be heard by the Na;onal Environmental Technical Secretariat at any stage of the evalua;on 
process and at the opera;onal stage of the work or project. The comments of interested 
par;es will be included in the file and assessed for the final report.  Within five working days 
following receipt of an environmental impact assessment, the Na;onal Environmental 
Technical Secretariat shall send an extract of it to the municipali;es in whose jurisdic;on the 
work, ac;vity or project will be carried out. It will also give extensive publicity, by the mass 
media, to the list of studies submiIed for considera;on”. 
Consistently, ArFcle 58 of the General RegulaFon on Environmental Impact Assessment 
Proceedings allows the parFcipaFon of communiFes in public hearings related to projects 
that require environmental assessment.  

South Africa 

Good Prac.ce: A structured public par.cipa.on process is included in any submission for 
environmental authorisa.on, including wriVen responses and recordings of mee.ng minutes. 

In respect of public parFcipaFon processes undertaken in terms of NEMA, before the submission of 
an applicaFon for an environmental authorisaFon, a public parFcipaFon process must be undertaken 
and for at least 30 days acer submission of the applicaFon for an environmental authorisaFon, the 
relevant competent authority and interested and affected persons must be provided with an 
opportunity to comment on reports.  For each public parFcipaFon process, all organs of state which 
have jurisdicFon in respect of the acFvity to which the applicaFon relates must comment on the 
reports within a period of 30 days (failing which they will be regarded as having no comment).  
Wri.en comments on reports and plans submi.ed by registered and interested and affected persons 
must be recorded in the reports and plans by the person conducFng public parFcipaFon and such 
wri.en comments, including responses to such comments and records of meeFngs should be 
a.ached to the reports and plans that are submi.ed to the competent authority.xvi   
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Uganda 

Good Prac.ce: Customer sa.sfac.on is measured through independent surveys, gathered through 
local water commiVees to enhance collabora.on with stakeholders. 

The current framework, through the Water Act and the addendum to Performance Contract IV with 
the NaFonal Water and Sewerage CorporaFon (NWSC), translate the importance to ensure 
parFcipaFon by the NWSC. The customer saFsfacFon index, targeted at 90% by the end of year 2 of 
the addendum, measures customers’ saFsfacFon with NWSC services through independent surveys. 
Importantly, one of the assumpFons related to this target is that the NWSC effecFvely uses the local 
water commi.ees to enhance collaboraFons with communiFes and other stakeholders. Because 
parFcipaFon is stated as an assumpFon of the performance scorecard in relaFon to customer 
saFsfacFon rather than a requirement that must be applied, it is crucial to also introduce 
mechanisms or procedures that would ensure genuine parFcipaFon. In addiFon, seing up clear 
posiFve requirements for public parFcipaFon in regulaFons (statutory instruments) is essenFal as 
they would be applicable to all water and sewerage authoriFes. Similarly, to access to informaFon, 
use of appropriate language and meeFngs in locaFons that can be easily accessed are key elements 
to ensure acFve and meaningful parFcipaFon. 

vii. IWRM mechanism with provision for regional or local par8cipa8on 

Costa Rica 

Good Prac.ce: Investment in an IWRM process to improve water management and governance at the 
river basin scale, allowing for the par.cipa.on of local stakeholders. 

Costa Rica has undertaken the Sixaola River Bina;onal Watershed IWRM program to improve the 
water management in the Sixaola River Basin shared with Panama.  Under that program, the Ministry 
of Environment and Energy (MINAE) and the Ministry of NaFonal Planning and Economic Policy 
(MIDEPLAN) of Costa Rica, and the Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF), and the Ministry of 
Environment (MIAMBIENTE) of Panama, will invest more than $4.3 million over four years to improve 
the governance of the Basin and water management. 
The Sixaola project includes a wide range of protected areas and will make possible to use water, soil 
and natural resources in the watershed, without puing natural resources at risk. 

South Africa 

Good Prac.ce: Catchment Management Agencies (CMAs) are established to delegate water resource 
management to regional or catchment level and involve local communi.es. 

The NaFonal Water Act provides for the “progressive establishment by the Minister of [Catchment 
Management Agencies, CMAs].  The purpose of establishing these [CMAs] is to delegate water 
resource management to the regional or catchment level and to involve local communiFes, within 
the framework of the naFonal water resource strategy.”xvii   

Nepal 

Good Prac.ce: Water User CommiVees (WUCs) require at least 33% par.cipa.on of women, and 
representa.ves of vulnerable groups. 

Several laws regulate the establishment of various associaFons and groups of water users. Of interest 
is the gender balance and parFcipaFon of vulnerable groups, sFpulated in the WUAs. 
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WUSCs: Water Users AssociaFons (WUAs) are governed by the Water Resource Act 1992, Water 
Resource Rules 1993 and Drinking Water Rules 1998 and come into effect once registered at the 
District Water Resource Commi.ee (DWRC). As WUA’s execuFve body, Water Users and SanitaFon 
Commi.ees (WUSCs) have several roles such as operator, service provider, regulator, monitor, fund 
raiser and manager. WUSCs include at least 33% representaFon of women and representaFon from 
disadvantaged groups. Water Users Commi.ees have formed their FederaFons from district to 
NaFonal level. Users Commi.ees registered in DWRC will be eligible for membership to FederaFon of 
Water Users. 

3.3 The Right to Informa8on and Transparency 

Principles of the Human Right to a Healthy 
Environment (from Framework Principles) 

Principles of the Human Rights to Water and 
SanitaFon (from General Comment No.15) 

Access to Informa4on 

Principle 1. States should provide public 
access to environmental informaFon by 
collecFng and disseminaFng informaFon 
and by providing affordable, effecFve and 
Fmely access to informaFon to any 
person upon request. 

GC 48. The formulaFon and implementaFon of 
naFonal water strategies and plans of acFon 
should respect, inter alia, the principles of non-
discriminaFon and people's parFcipaFon. The 
right of individuals and groups to parFcipate in 
decision-making processes that may affect their 
exercise of the right to water must be an integral 
part of any policy, programme or strategy 
concerning water. Individuals and groups should 
be given full and equal access to informaFon 
concerning water, water services and the 
environment, held by public authoriFes or third 
parFes. 

Data and informaFon are made accessible in a proacFve way, and it needs to be readily accessible, 
not only through the request of informaFon. It starts with educaFon in schools and wide community 
awareness campaigns to enable people to be aware of their right to informaFon, and the importance 
of understanding their environment, and their rights to water and improved sanitaFon.  

According to internaFonal human rights law, water services providers, and businesses using water 
also have a duty and an obligaFon to adopt an open policy to share informaFon with the public on 
wastewater quality, impacts on water bodies, and on the environment in order to plan for future 
climaFc events, and the general decrease in drinking water availability.  

Climate adaptaFon is highly sensiFve to the access to Fmely and accurate informaFon for the 
reacFvity to extreme weather events and the ability to plan for resilience under different scenarios. 
The following examples provide legislaFon for making data available, and in some cases, for ensuring 
that data is accessibly available on a regular basis, without the need for elaborate requesFng 
processes.   Several countries start the educaFon process on environmental awareness at a young 
age in schools, such that future generaFons of people will be more sensiFve to the need to care for 
the environment given the changes in climate. 
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viii. The right to seek, receive and impart informa8on held by public authori8es. 

Honduras 

Good Prac.ce: An independent user service office is required to receive, record, process and respond to 
all verbal or wriVen requests and claims. 

Honduras introduced a Law on Transparency and Access to Public Information in 2006 (decree no. 
170). Art. 8 names the Institute for Access to Public Information (IAIP) as the public administration 
body responsible for promoting and facilitating citizens' access to public information. The IAIP has 
operational, budgetary and decision-making independencexviii. 

ArFcle 25(2) of the Framework Law provides users the right to receive informaFon on the provision 
of services, rate regime and collecFon, plans of expansion and improvement of services and any 
other circumstance that may be of interest to a user, in a sufficiently detailed manner to allow the 
exercise of their rights as a user. Further, ArFcle 44 notes that refusal to provide informaFon to users 
is considered a provider infracFon and subject to penalFes. ArFcle 51 of the ERSAPS RegulaFon No. 
27/2014 requires providers to create and maintain a user service office, independent of the business 
area, to receive, record, process and respond to all verbal or wri.en requests and claims submi.ed 
by users in connecFon with the services it provides. The user service office must have appropriate 
infrastructure and sufficient and trained personnel to provide adequate informaFon and prompt 
a.enFon to queries and claims. 

India 

Good Prac.ce: Every ci.zen has the right to access informa.on held by public authori.es with a view 
to encourage transparency and accountability in government. 

The Right to InformaFon Act, 2005 (RTI Act), extends to the whole of India except Jammu and 
Kashmir and seeks to afford every ciFzen the right to access informaFon held by public authoriFes 
with a view to encouraging transparency and accountability in government (the RTI Act, preamble). 
AuthoriFes have the responsibility to record and maintain appropriate records and any request for 
informaFon should be handled expediFously, and in any event within 30 days of the receipt of the 
request (the RTI Act,  SecFons 4 and 7).     

ix. Access to water and environment-related informa8on held by public authori8es. 

Honduras 

Good Prac.ce: Individuals have the right to be informed about the state of the environment and all 
ac.ons taken in this field. 

The various water- and sanitaFon-related laws and regulaFons referenced do not provide explicit 
excepFons to the type of informaFon that can be accessed. As to who can access informaFon, the 
Framework Law and various ERSAPS RegulaFons speak of the right to informaFon as a right 
possessed by the users of water and sanitaFon services. 

In relaFon to environment-related informaFon, the General RegulaFon of the Law of the 
Environment provides individuals the right to be “informed about the state of the environment and 
all acFons taken in this field.” (ArFcle 90). No excepFons are provided in this RegulaFon. 

Kenya 

Good Prac.ce: A na.onal monitoring and georeferenced informa.on system on water resources. Any 
member of the public may have access to the informa.on held in any na.onal informa.on system. 
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The Regulatory Board shall establish a naFonal monitoring and georeferenced informaFon system on 
water resources. For the purposes of the informaFon systems, the Regulatory Board may by order, 
require any person within a reasonable Fme or on a regular basis, to provide it with informaFon, 
documents, samples or materials. The Cabinet Secretary may make regulaFons to facilitate access to 
informaFon by the public. The regulaFons may specify requirements and the nature of informaFon 
for the keeping of records and the furnishing of informaFon to the Regulatory Board. A member of 
the public shall have access to the informaFon contained in any naFonal informaFon system, subject 
to any law relaFng to access to informaFon and upon payment of the prescribed fees. See SecFon 
111 Kenya Water Act 2016.  

The Authority shall have the powers to collect, analyse and disseminate informaFon on water 
resources, SecFon 13(2)(b) Kenya Water Act 2016.  

A member of the public on payment of prescribed fee shall have access to any specific informaFon 
contained in any naFonal informaFon system and supplied with a copy of any document contained in 
the informaFon system, which is accessible to the public. See SecFon 21 Kenya Water Act 2016.  

The powers and funcFons of the basin water resources commi.ee shall be to advise the Authority 
and the county government concerning collecFon of data, analysing and managing the informaFon 
system of water resources; and informaFon sharing between the basin area and the Authority. See 
SecFon 27(e) and (i) Kenya Water Act 2016. 

The Water Storage Authority shall have the power to collect and provide informaFon for the 
formulaFon by the Cabinet Secretary of the naFonal water resources and flood control strategies. 
See SecFon 32(1)(c) Kenya Water Act 2016.  

The Authority shall establish and maintain a naFonal register of permits and the register shall contain 
the details of the permit holders, the respecFve terms and condiFons of each permit and the results 
of any monitoring and enforcement acFon taken by the Authority in respect to each permit. The 
public may access the informaFon contained in the register on payment of the prescribed fee. See 
SecFon 54 Kenya Water Act 2016. 

The Regulatory Board Trustees shall maintain and make publicly available informaFon on the water 
projects financed and impact of such projects. See SecFon 116(1)(f) Kenya Water Act 2016.    

Any record required by the Director-General under the Environmental Management and Co-
ordinaFon Act 2022 shall be available to any person desiring access following applicaFon in wriFng to 
the authority and the payment of the prescribed fee. See secFon 164(2) Environmental Management 
and Co-ordinaFon Act 2022 (EMCA). 

x. Ins8tu8ons required by law/policy to make informa8on on water public. 

Honduras 

Good Prac.ce: Users have the right to receive informa.on on the provision of services, and any 
circumstance that may be of interest. 

ArFcle 13 of the Framework Law requires ERSAPS to “maintain a public record of the informaFon 
presented by the providers and of the informaFon generated on the technical, economic and 
operaFonal aspects of the provision of services.” ArFcle 25 of the Framework Law also empowers 
water and sanitaFon users with the right to “receive informaFon on the provision of services, rate 
regime and collecFon, plans of expansion and improvement of services, and any other circumstance 
that may be of interest to [the user], in a sufficiently detailed manner to allow the exercise of [users] 
rights.” These arFcles, however, do not provide requirements for periodic publicaFon. As such, these 
rights appear to be a right to access informaFon. 
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 Kenya 

Good Prac.ce: The Water Act en.tles the authori.es to facilitate access to informa.on by the public. 

The Cabinet Secretary may make RegulaFons to facilitate the access to informaFon by the public. See 
SecFon 111(3) Kenya Water Act 2016. 
Within three months acer the end of each financial year, the regulatory Board shall prepare an 
annual report of its work and acFviFes and shall cause the report to be published and publicised. See 
SecFon 112 Kenya Water Act 2016.  
The Cabinet Secretary may make RegulaFons with respect to any ma.er for the giving effect to the 
2016 Water Act. Such regulaFon may make provision with respect to informaFon to be made 
available to the public. See SecFon 142(1) and (2)(h) Kenya Water Act 2016.  

India 

Good Prac.ce: The Department of Drinking Water and Sanita.on provides monthly informa.on and 
survey results on its website, and further informa.on may be requested. 

The Department of Drinking Water & SanitaFon provides technical and financial assistance to the 
States to provide safe and adequate drinking water to rural India with focus on service delivery. The 
Department’s Centrally Sponsored Scheme, the NaFonal Rural Drinking Water Programme (NRDWP), 
was restructured and subsumed into Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) to provide FuncFonal Household Tap 
ConnecFon (FHTC) to every rural household i.e., Har Ghar Jal, by 2024.  The Department of Drinking 
Water & SanitaFon provides certain informaFon, including monthly reporFng, surveys etc. on its 
website.  There also appears to be the ability to request further informaFon by submiing requests. 

xi. Language, loca8ons, format, 8ming and means for sharing informa8on: 

Honduras 

Good Prac.ce: Informa.on rela.ng to the rights of water and sanita.on users is widely disseminated 
through different media and accessible loca.ons. 

ArFcle 51 requires that the rights and obligaFons of water and sanitaFon users, including their right 
to informaFon, be “widely disseminated, through posters, internet portals, media, noFces placed on 
public access sites within the provider's faciliFes and especially in the user's a.enFon offices.” 

India 

Good Prac.ce: The website for the Department of Drinking Water and Sanita.on must provide 
maximum accessibility and usability to its visitors. 

There are no specific legal requirements. However, the Department of Drinking Water & SanitaFon 
website does contain an accessibility statement. This states that it is commi.ed to ensure that the 
website is accessible to all users irrespecFve of device in use, technology or ability, and that the 
website has been built, with an aim, to provide maximum accessibility and usability to its visitors. 

xii. Educa8on on the importance of a healthy environment in school curricula  

Honduras 

Good Prac.ce: The educa.on authori.es are required to promote, support and facilitate the 
integra.on of educa.on on natural resources and the environment. 

While not explicitly related to a healthy environment, Chapter II (ArFcles 93-102) of the General 
RegulaFon of the Law of the Environment focuses on environmental educaFon. ArFcle 93 establishes 
environmental educaFon “as a fundamental instrument to promote the integral development of the 
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Honduran populaFon.”  ArFcles 94 and 95 requires SERNA to “promote, support and facilitate the 
integraFon of educaFon on natural resources and the environment through the naFonal 
environmental educaFon system” and propose related curricula.     The curricula is intended to not 
only further knowledge of nature but also “sensiFze the populaFon in the formaFon of civic and 
moral values, the protecFon and orderly use of natural resources and the preservaFon of the 
environment.” 

Kenya 

Good Prac.ce: Authori.es are required to enhance educa.on and public awareness and par.cipa.on 
in environmental management. 

One of the funcFons of the Authority is to undertake programmes intended to enhance 
environmental educaFon, public awareness and public parFcipaFon in environmental management. 
See secFon 12(2)(n) EMCA 2022. 

India 

Good Prac.ce: Environmental educa.on is mandated to include a projec.on of the environment 
component, in par.cular rela.ng to water and resource conserva.on, sanita.on and hygiene. 

Firstly, the ConsFtuFon of India (ArFcle 21) simply states that “The State shall provide free and 
compulsory educaFon to all children of the age of six to fourteen in such manner as the State may, by 
law, determine.” 

In addiFon, environmental educaFon is mandated by the Supreme Court of India and overseen by 
the NaFonal Council of EducaFon Research and Training (NCERT). The NaFonal Curriculum 
Framework, developed by NCERT, includes a “ProtecFon of the Environment” component.  In 
parFcular, the NaFonal EducaFon Policy 2020 references that skills of students should include 
“environmental awareness including water and resource conservaFon, sanitaFon and hygiene.” 

xiii. Educa8on of the popula8on on water related issues.  

Honduras 

Good Prac.ce: Environmental regula.ons require agencies to educate the popula.on on nature and 
conserva.on. 

While not specifically confined to water related issues, environmental regulaFons require Honduran 
agencies to educate the populaFon on nature and conservaFon. ArFcle 13(h) of the General 
RegulaFon of the Law of the Environment requires SERNA to “promote awareness programs aimed 
at the different sectors of society, with the aim of integraFng them voluntarily in acFviFes for the 
protecFon and conservaFon of the environment and natural resources.”  ArFcle 89 also requires 
SERNA to “promote the conclusion of agreements with the mass media for the dissemina;on, 
informa;on and promo;on of ecological ac;ons.” 

Kenya 

The NaFonal Environmental AcFon Plan being prepared under secFon 70(3) EMCA 2022 shall include 
recommending methods for building naFonal awareness through environmental educaFon and the 
importance of sustainable use of the environment and natural resources for naFonal development, 
see SecFon 71(d) EMCA 2022.   
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3.4 Accountability 

Principles of the Human Right to a Healthy 
Environment (from Framework Principles) 

Principles of the Human Rights to Water and 
SanitaFon (from General Comment No.15) 

Accountability 

Principle 8. To avoid undertaking or 
authorizing acFons with environmental 
impacts that interfere with the full 
enjoyment of human rights, States should 
require the prior assessment of the 
possible environmental impacts of 
proposed projects and policies, including 
their potenFal effects on the enjoyment 
of human rights. 

56. Before any acFon that interferes with an 
individual’s right to water is carried out by the 
State party, or by any other third party, the 
relevant authoriFes must ensure that such acFons 
are performed in a manner warranted by law, 
compaFble with the Covenant, and that 
comprises: (a) opportunity for genuine 
consultaFon with those affected; (b) Fmely and 
full disclosure of informaFon on the proposed 
measures; (c) reasonable noFce of proposed 
acFons; (d) legal recourse and remedies for those 
affected; and (e) legal assistance for obtaining 
legal remedies 

GC 24. Where water services (such as piped water 
networks, water tankers, access to rivers and 
wells) are operated or controlled by third parFes, 
States parFes must prevent them from 
compromising equal, affordable, and physical 
access to sufficient, safe and acceptable water. To 
prevent such abuses an effecFve regulatory 
system must be established, in conformity with 
the Covenant and this General Comment. 

Accountability requires a responsible approach to the management of water resources.  State and 
non state actors, including service providers, businesses, and agricultural actors need to understand 
the impact of their acFons on the environment.  In order to achieve this, a consultaFve approach, 
controlled by an effecFve regulatory system, should be established, to ensure that the community is 
able to contribute to decision-making, and voice their grievances, with a Fmely response. This legal 
recourse is essenFal to protect people’s rights to water and a healthy environment. 

A responsible approach to the management of water resources is becoming more fundamental to 
climate management, in order to adapt to the changing environment. The full and useful 
engagement of the community is essenFal to ensure that water resources are protected. The 
following examples support the ability for people to access environment jusFce by speaking up 
without inFmidaFon. They also show how the responsibility of water service providers can be 
ensured through monitoring processes that track the complaints processes, and also the regulaFon 
of water technical data on quality and availability.  
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xiv. Remedies to file complaints or other ways of accessing jus8ce.  

Costa Rica 

Good Prac.ce: Every person is en.tled to denounce any acts that don’t respect the right to a healthy 
and ecologically balanced environment and claim redress for damage caused. 

ArFcle 50 of the Costa Rican ConsFtuFon provides that every person is “enFtled to denounce any 
acts that may infringe the said right and claim redress for the damage caused” with respect to the 
right to “a healthy and ecologically balanced environment.”xix 
The 1995 Organic Law on the Environment established the Environmental AdministraFve Tribunal, 
which has “exclusive jurisdicFon over cases concerning alleged violaFons of environmental legislaFon 
or the legislaFon on the protecFon of natural resources (including the General Health Law and the 
Water Law) caused by any act or omission of a public or private enFty.”  The decisions of the Tribunal 
cannot be appealed.xx 

El-Salvador 

Good Prac.ce: Any person or en.ty may pe..on the water authority to take preventa.ve measures in 
the face of an imminent threat to water resources. 

The Water Law grants the ASA the power to take preventaFve measures to protect water resources 
and sancFoning authority to enforce the law.  Any natural person or enFty may peFFon the ASA to 
take these preventaFve measures in the face of an imminent threat to the country’s water resources.  
If the ASA’s ruling is breached or ignored, the peFFoners may take the case to the Environmental 
Court, which operates under the Environmental Law. Water Law, SecFon III. 

Natural persons and enFFes may take civil acFon against a defendant under the Environmental Law.  
(Environmental Law, § II) PeFFoners can address their complaint to MARN (Environmental Law, Art. 
42) or through the Environmental Courts (Environmental Law, Art. 102(c)).  PeFFoners may also bring 
their case before the ConsFtuFonal Chamber of the Supreme Court of JusFce.   

Criminal cases may be brought by filing a complaint with the Office of the A.orney General of the 
Republic or the Courts of Peace in accordance with the Criminal Code (see arts. 267, 268 and 269). 

South Africa 

Good Prac.ce: Any person or en.ty may pe..on the water authority to take preventa.ve measures in 
the face of an imminent threat to water resources. 

In terms of secFon 33 of NEMA, any person can insFtute acFon in respect of any breach or 
threatened breach of any duty (barring a public duty owed by an organ of state) under any law, 
including in relaFon to licences, permission or authorisaFons granted under that law (i.e. NEMA, 
NaFonal Water Act etc.), where that duty is concerned with the protecFon of the environment.  An 
individual can insFtute a private prosecuFon, in the public interest, or in the interest of the 
protecFon of the environment.  

Further, the PromoFon of AdministraFve JusFce Act (PAJA) provides a framework to seek 
administraFve review of decisions made by public authoriFes.  A review of administraFve decisions 
in terms of the PAJA can be used to recFfy insFtuFonal and structural deficiencies in the delivery of 
water services.   

Further, secFons 28 and 32 of NEMA include various prescribed remedies for non-compliance of the 
act and requires responsible persons to take reasonable measures to remedy such harm.  For 
example, secFon 28(12) of NEMA provides that any person may, acer giving the Director-General or 
provisional head of department 30 days’ noFce, apply to a competent court for an order direcFng 
the Director-General or any provincial head of department to take prescribed steps (provided for in 
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terms of secFon 28(4) of NEMA) if the Director-General or provincial head of department fails to take 
any such remedial steps.   

In addiFon, NEMA also creates a framework for environmental management inspectors to enforce 
any environmental management law, including the NaFonal Water Act and the Water Services Act.  
Notwithstanding the foregoing, common law remains relevant in terms of providing gateways for 
enforcement and obtaining remedies where legislaFon is unhelpful. Civil society and local 
communiFes in parFcular can benefit from enforcing common law-based remedies such as the 
interdict and damage claim.  Similarly, regulatory agencies can use the common law to control 
polluFon and enforce statutory requirements.xxi  

Further, secFon 146 of the NaFonal Water Act establishes the Water Tribunal to hear appeals against 
certain decisions made by a responsible authority, CMA or water management insFtuFon under this 
act.  The Water Tribunal is an independent body whose members are appointed through an 
independent selecFon process. The Tribunal may conduct hearings anywhere in South Africa.  
Complaints to the Water Tribunal can be brought by any person whom, under the NaFonal Water 
Act,  is responsible for water affairs (this includes an organ of state and the Minister).  Certain 
decisions by the Water Tribunal are appealable.  Under secFon 149, a person may appeal to a High 
Court against a decision of the Tribunal regarding a quesFon of law. 

New Zealand 

Good Prac.ce: The consumer complaints process for drinking water is maintained and reported 
annually, to ensure that ac.on is being taken on complaints. 

SecFon 38 of the Water Services Act 2021 (WSA): A drinking water supplier must establish, maintain 
and administer a consumer complaints process and report annually to Taumata Arowai on its 
consumer complaints process. 

SecFon 39 of WSA: A Drinking water consumer who is not saFsfied with the outcome of a complaint 
under Part 2, Subpart 4 of the WSA may request Taumata Arowai to review the complaint. � Taumata 
Arowai must: InvesFgate the drinking water supplier’s handling of the complaint and take any acFon 
that Taumata Arowai considers necessary as a result of Taumata Arowai’s invesFgaFon findings. 

The Environment Court of New Zealand is an appellate court and includes hearing appeals about 
issues that arise under the RMA. 

xv.  Monitoring of water & sanita8on service providers 

Costa Rica 

Good Prac.ce: The efficiency and quality of water services provided by water operators are regulated 
and monitored through technical inspec.ons. 

Pursuant to the General Health Law (Law No. 5395 of 1973), the Ministry of Health monitors the 
effecFve implementaFon of regulatory measures on water quality by water suppliers.xxii  

AddiFonally, the Regulatory Authority for Public Services (ARESEP) implements technical regulaFons 
designed to ensure the efficiency and quality of services provided by the water operators, while also 
monitoring compliance with regulaFons via technical inspecFons.xxiii 

The Ombudsman’s Office (Defensoría de los habitantes) has “the general responsibility of 
invesFgaFng, either on own iniFaFve or at the request of a party, complaints concerning alleged 
human rights violaFons by public authoriFes through administraFve acts or omissions in the exercise 
of administraFve funcFons,” which include complaints concerning water and sanitaFon.xxiv  
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El-Salvador 

Good Prac.ce: The regula.on of smaller water and sanita.on service providers is the responsibility of 
the main provider under the Water Law. 

ANDA is both a regulator and the main provider of water and sanitation services in El Salvador (serving 
approximately 40% of the population), although there are approximately 1000 other smaller service 
providers, including Rural Water Boards, that provide water and sanitation services in the country.  
(See question A.5 in this chapter.)  ANDA is also responsible for regulating the other service providers 
as well. 
With the passage of the Water Law, ANDA will be regulated by the new ASA.  ANDA’s books are also 
subject to audits by the Central Reserve Bank of El Salvador. 

South Africa 

Good Prac.ce: Water Services are monitored by the regulator of water and sanita.on services as part 
of the Water Services Act. 

Under SecFon 3(1) of the NaFonal Water Act, the NaFonal Government is the “public trustee of the 
na;on’s water resources” and must ensure that water is protected, used, developed, conserved, 
managed and controlled in a sustainable and equitable manner, pursuant to its consFtuFonal 
mandate.  Although the ConsFtuFon assigns the provision of water services to local government,  the 
naFonal Department of Water and SanitaFon may prescribe compulsory naFonal standards relaFng 
to the provision of water services (including sanitaFon services), and is obliged to monitor the 
compliance of every water services insFtuFons with these standards, as specified in SecFon 62 of the 
Water Services Act. 

New Zealand 

Good Prac.ce: The Water Services Regulator must prepare a drinking water compliance, monitoring 
and enforcement strategy. 

SecFon 8 of the Water Services Regulator Act 2020 (WSA): Taumata Arowai is the regulator of water 
services in New Zealand. 

SecFon 32 of the WSA: Taumata Arowai must monitor compliance with drinking water safety plans 
by drinking water suppliers and monitor compliance by drinking water suppliers with other legislaFve 
requirements.  

SecFon 136 of the WSA: The board of Taumata Arowai must prepare a drinking water compliance, 
monitoring and enforcement strategy. 

xvi. Appeal against decisions of service providers 

Costa Rica 

Good Prac.ce: Appeals can be made in the na.onal court if it pertains to the protec.on of 
fundamental rights in the cons.tu.on of human rights trea.es, if signed in Costa Rica. 

There appears to be the possibility to appeal if the complaint is brought in naFonal courts (e.g., the 
ConsFtuFonal Court) and the complaint pertains to the protecFon of fundamental rights in the 
ConsFtuFon or in internaFonal human rights treaFes signed and in force in Costa Rica.xxv  However, 
the decisions of the Environmental AdministraFve Tribunal are not appealable.xxvi  
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xvii. Protec8on of rights to freedom of expression, associa8on and peaceful assembly  

Costa Rica 

Good Prac.ce: Freedom of thought and expression, and protec.on for human rights defenders is 
afforded under the Universal Declara.on of Human Rights, and the American Conven.on on Human 
Rights. 

ArFcle 19 of the Universal DeclaraFon of Human Rights and ArFcle 13 of the American ConvenFon 
on Human Rights recognizes the right to freedom of thought and expression.xxvii  
Under these internaFonal convenFons, protecFon is also afforded to human rights defenders to 
assemble peacefully and to disseminate informaFon about human rights and draw a.enFon to 
whether they are observed in pracFce.xxviii 

El-Salvador 

Good Prac.ce: The cons.tu.on grants the right to peaceably assemble, without arms, for any lawful 
purpose and express themselves freely. 

The Environmental Law and the Water Law both generally aim to encourage the participation of 
individuals in environmental preservation efforts.  The Constitution, while not specifically protecting 
environmental activism, does grant the right to peaceably assemble, without arms, for any lawful 
purpose and to express themselves freely (provided they do not subvert the public order nor injure 
the moral, honour or private lives of others). Constitution Art. 6 & 7. 

South Africa 

Good Prac.ce: The South African Human Rights Commission is required to promote the protec.on and 
respect of human rights. 

The South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) is a consFtuFonal insFtuFon established and 
regulated by the South African Human Rights Commission Act 40 of 2013 (the SAHRC Act) pursuant 
to secFons 115 and 184 of the ConsFtuFon.  According to the Preamble to the SAHRC Act, the 
ConsFtuFon requires the SAHRC to (a) promote respect for human rights and a culture of human 
rights; (b) promote the protecFon, development and a.ainment of human rights. 

New Zealand 

Good Prac.ce: In.mida.on is protected by two Acts which would protect anyone working on 
environmental maVers that feels threat of violence, in.mida.on or harassment. 

The Harassment Act 1997 and SecFon 21 of the Summary Offences Act 1981 prohibit inFmidaFon.  

While such legislaFon does not specifically refer to environmental issues, it would extend to protect 
anyone working on environmental ma.ers that feel threats of violence, inFmaFon and/or 
harassment. 
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3.5 Sustainability 

Principles of the Human Right to a Healthy 
Environment (from Framework Principles) 

Principles of the Human Rights to Water and 
SanitaFon (from General Comment No.15) 

Sustainability 

Principle 1. States should respect, protect 
and fulfil human rights in order to ensure 
a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable 
environment 

Respect: GC 21: The obligaFon to respect requires 
that States parFes refrain from interfering directly 
or indirectly with the enjoyment of the right to 
water. The obligaFon includes, inter alia, 
refraining from engaging in any pracFce or acFvity 
that denies or limits equal access to adequate 
water; arbitrarily interfering with customary or 
tradiFonal arrangements for water allocaFon; 
unlawfully diminishing or polluFng water, for 
example through waste from State-owned 
faciliFes or through use and tesFng of weapons; 
and limiFng access to, or destroying, water 
services and infrastructure as a puniFve measure, 
for example, during armed conflicts in violaFon of 
internaFonal humanitarian law. 

Protect: GC 23. The obligaFon to protect requires 
States parFes to prevent third parFes from 
interfering in any way with the enjoyment of the 
right to water. Third parFes include individuals, 
groups, corporaFons and other enFFes as well as 
agents acFng under their authority. The obligaFon 
includes, inter alia, adopFng the necessary and 
effecFve legislaFve and other measures to 
restrain, for example, third parFes from denying 
equal access to adequate water; and polluFng 
and inequitably extracFng from water resources, 
including natural sources, wells and other water 
distribuFon systems. 

Fulfill: GC26. The obligaFon to fulfil requires 
States parFes to adopt the necessary measures 
directed towards the full realizaFon of the right to 
water. … and facilitaFng improved and sustainable 
access to water, parFcularly in rural and deprived 
urban areas. 

GC.11. The manner of the realizaFon of the right 
to water must also be sustainable, ensuring that 
the right can be realized for present and future 
generaFons. 

The obligaFons to respect, protect and fulfil the human rights to water and a safe, clean, healthy and 
sustainable environment provide a framework for consideraFon of the longer-term values of our 
natural water resources, and their conservaFon for future generaFons. Legal frameworks that 
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include a more holisFc approach to water resource management, considering environmental impacts 
long term, can provide a sustainable soluFon. 

Climate adaptaFon is founded on the ability to build sustainable water management models. The 
following examples demonstrate the importance that States are giving to this ma.er through 
recogniFon in the consFtuFon and water laws. Even if not directly menFoning climate change, the 
ability to manage resources in a sustainable manner must take into account long term changes in 
weather pa.erns and allow for a certain amount of resilience to change. There are also some 
proacFve examples (e.g. for wetlands protecFon) that use nature-based soluFons to adapt to the 
climate change. 

xviii. Services are delivered in a sustainable manner. 

Mexico 

Good Prac.ce: Sustainable development is recognised in the cons.tu.on through the right to live in a 
healthy environment for the development and well-being of everyone. 

The Mexican federal legal framework contains different provisions that seek to ensure sustainable 
use of water resources and protect the environment. With Fme, these can contribute to preserving 
sufficient water of quality both for present and future generaFons. The ConsFtuFon, for example, 
makes references to sustainable development in addiFon to establishing a right to live in a healthy 
environment for the development and well-being of everyone (ArFcle 4 of the ConsFtuFon). 

Laws specific to the environment further address the principle of sustainability in relaFon to use and 
extracFon of water resources as well as supply of drinking water. The General Environmental Law 
specifically states that the criteria for the sustainable use of water and aquaFc ecosystems will be 
considered in the operaFon and administraFon of drinking water and sewage systems that serve 
populaFon centres and industries. (General Law on Ecological Balance and Environmental ProtecFon, 
Art. 89 VI) 

More generally in relaFon to water resources, one of the purposes of the Mexico NaFonal Water Law 
is to preserve the quanFty and quality of naFonal water to achieve sustainable development. 
(NaFonal Water Law, Art. 1) 

Singapore 

Good Prac.ce: The na.onal water agency has developed policy with standards to guarantee the 
sustainability of water resources through the ‘Four Taps’ strategy. 

Singapore has a policy dedicated to sustainability and ensuring the availability of water resources in 
the future, considering projected populaFon and economic growth. The Singapore NaFonal Water 
Agency (PUB) has developed standards to guarantee the sustainability of water sources via the ‘four 
taps’. The policy also focuses on managing water demand through a mulF-faceted approach of: 
pricing water to reflect its scarcity, mandaFng water efficiency standards and encouraging water 
conservaFon pracFces.xxix 

xix. Services are delivered sustainably to rural and deprived urban areas. 

Mexico 

Good Prac.ce: The cons.tu.on provides for the regula.on of natural resources which are suscep.ble 
to appropria.on in a way that should help to provide environmental balance with urban development. 

ArFcle 27 of the ConsFtuFon provides the right of the NaFon to regulate the use of natural resources 
which are suscepFble to appropriaFon “in order to make an equitable distribuFon of public wealth, 
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to conserve them, to achieve a balanced development of the country and to improve the living 
condiFons of rural and urban populaFon.” Consequently, appropriate measures shall be issued to 
organize human se.lements and to define adequate provisions, reserves, uses and allocaFons of 
land, water and forest. Such measures shall seek to perform public works and, planning and 
regulaFng the creaFon, maintenance improvement and growth of populaFon centers; preserving 
and restoring environmental balance; dividing rural estates; seing the collecFve exploitaFon and 
organizaFon of ejidos and communiFes; developing small rural properFes; promoFng of agriculture, 
livestock farming, forestry and other economic acFviFes in rural areas; and avoiding the destrucFon 
of natural elements and damages against property to the detriment of society. 

Uganda 

Good Prac)ce: Water resources should be managed in an integrated and sustainable manner to 
provide water …for present and future genera)ons.  

ObjecFve XXVII of the ConsFtuFon (the State shall promote sustainable development and public 
awareness of the need to manage land, air and water resources in a balanced and sustainable 
manner for the Present and Future generaFons) highlights the Government’s responsibility of 
holding in trust and managing the water resources of Uganda as a common good for all the people of 
Uganda and for the present and future generaFons.  

Part of the mandate of the Directorate of Water Resources Management (DWRM) is defined as: “to 
manage and develop the water resources of Uganda in an integrated and sustainable manner in 
order to provide water of adequate quanFty and quality for socio-economic needs for both the 
present and future generaFons.” This objecFve is further reiterated in other related policies, for 
instance, in the NaFonal Environment Management Policy and subsequent Statute in which a key 
policy objecFve for water resources conservaFon and management for ensuring water quality is 
"....to sustainably manage and develop the water resources in a coordinated and integrated manner 
so as to provide water of acceptable quality for all social and economic needs....".  The 
Environmental Act also includes principles with respect to environmental management, requiring 
that acFviFes relaFng to extracFve processes of renewable and non-renewable natural resources are 
carried out in a sustainable manner as well as promoFng green growth in environmental planning, 
implementaFon of sustainable development goals in all sectors and ensuring opFmum sustainable 
yield in the use of renewable natural resources. 

xx. IWRM mechanism including regional or local associa8ons. 

Mexico 

Good Prac.ce: Water sf governed at the river basin level, with representa.on of diverse stakeholders 
to implement an integrated strategy.  

The NaFonal Water Law regulates IWRM mechanisms mainly in Chapter VI on integrated water 
management and water use efficiency. AddiFonally, naFonal policy aims to generate integrated 
water resource management with direct acFon and parFcipaFon by local actors at the basin level. 
Pursuant to ArFcle 9, the NaFonal Water Commission is the highest technical, regulatory and 
advisory body of the FederaFon in the field of IWRM. Basin Councils that are fully integrated and 
comprised of diverse representaFon from federal, state, municipal authoriFes and civil society shall 
be vehicles to facilitate cooperaFon among relevant actors in the water sector while serving as 
advisors for improved water administraFon, development of water infrastructure, improved water 
services, resource preservaFon of the basin, and the promoFon of the socio-economic / 
environmental value of water in civil society. (NaFonal Water Law, Art. 13, chapter IV) 

Working at the regional level, the Water Advisory Board (Consejo ConsulFvo del Agua), is an 
autonomous enFty composed of individuals from the private and social sector who are well versed in 
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the subject of water and its management. At the request of the Federal ExecuFve, the Advisory 
Board may advise, recommend, analyze and evaluate the naFonal priority or strategic problems 
related to the exploitaFon, use, and the renewal of water resources, including internaFonal 
convenFons. In addiFon, it may carry out its own the recommendaFons, analysis and evaluaFons as 
it deems appropriate in relaFon to integrated water resources management. (NaFonal Water Law, 
Art. 14 BIS 1) 

xxi. Reduce people suffering from water scarcity by op8mising water use.  

South Africa 

Good Prac.ce: The Reserve was introduced in 1998 to provide for basic human needs of individuals for 
drinking, food prepara.on and personal hygiene. 

The NaFonal Water Act introduced the concept of The Reserve.xxx  The Reserve consists of the basic 
human needs reserve and the ecological reserve. 

The basic human needs reserve provides for the essenFal needs of individuals served by the water 
resource in quesFon and includes water for drinking, for food preparaFon and for personal hygiene. 
Principle 8 of the White Paper on a NaFonal Water Policy for South Africa (1997) states that the 
amount of water required to give effect to the basic human needs reserve is that amount which 
ensures that all people have access to sufficient water. This amount must be reserved. This has been 
operaFonalised as 25 litres per person per day. Along with the ecological reserve, this amount 
receives first priority in water allocaFon processes, and must be set aside before water can be 
allocated for any other use. 

The minimum requirements for these services are spelt out in the 2003 Strategic Framework for 
Water Services and naFonal norms and standards prescribed by the Minister of Water and SanitaFon 
through secFon 9 of the Water Services Act.  

xxii. Restore water ecosystems: mountains, forests, wetlands, rivers, aquifers, lakes. 

South Africa 

Good Prac.ce: Protec.on of ecosystems such as wetlands is integrated into the landowners ‘Duty of 
Care’ principle. 

The NaFonal Water Act, NEMA and the ConservaFon of Agricultural Resources Act 43 of 1984 serve 
as the primary legislaFon for the protecFon of the water-related ecosystems and the environment. 
Principles such as the ‘duty of care’, enshrined in secFon 28 of the NEMA, require that landowners 
must take reasonable measures to prevent, minimise and recFfy environmental degradaFon on their 
properFes.  In addiFon, these regulatory frameworks ensure that urban and commercial 
developments do not affect or alter the natural state of wetlands.  Currently, governmental iniFaFves 
such as Working for Wetlands are in place to ensure protecFon and restoraFon of water-related 
ecosystems.  This illustraFon of cooperaFve governance and partnerships comes to life through 
projects that focus on the rehabilitaFon, wise-use and protecFon of wetlands.  Further, the 
ConservaFon of Agricultural Resources Act of 1984 also provides for control over the uFlisaFon of 
the natural agricultural resources of South Africa in order to promote the conservaFon of the soil, 
the water sources and the vegetaFon and the combaFng of weeds and invader plants; and for 
ma.ers connected therewith. 
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xxiii. Economically sustainable, for O&M and the protec8on of the environment 

Uganda 

Good Prac.ce: The quality of the water resources is protected in the sustainable development 
commitments, linking water quality with economic development. 

According to the NaFonal Water Quality Management Strategy (NWQMS), the Government of 
Uganda’s commitment to sustainable development reflects a clear predisposiFon to protect and 
enhance the quality of the naFon’s water resources. This is also reflected in NaFonal Water policy 
(NWP) ObjecFve 4.1: “To manage and develop the water resources of Uganda in an integrated and 
sustainable manner, so as to secure and provide water of adequate quanFty and quality for all social 
and economic needs of the present and future generaFons with the full parFcipaFon of all 
Stakeholders”. This demonstrates a recogniFon of a link between water quality and the economy and 
that effecFve water quality management at all levels, including from an economic standpoint, will 
guarantee safe water provision. This posiFon is echoed in the Environmental Act in its environmental 
management principles. 

Singapore 

Good Prac.ce: Lack of natural resources has driven strict controls and planning around water 
resources to protect natural catchments.  

Over the past 20 years, Singapore has worked on achieving long-term water sustainability, due to its 
lack of natural resources. To assist in achieving this PUB is undergoing a research and development 
effort aiming at halving energy requirements for its used water treatment and desalinaFon.xxxi There 
is also legislaFon which provides for the protecFon of water catchment areas.xxxii 

4. Conclusions 

The HRBA provides a framework for countries to integrate an inclusive and parFcipaFve approach 
that will encourage the involvement of relevant stakeholders in water management decision-making, 
and support water management for sustainable and climate adapFve soluFons.  Although the 
principles are not fully integrated in any given country, it is possible to extract some good pracFces as 
examples of how to use the HRBA to become more inclusive.   

From the viewpoint of operators in the water services industry, and for corporaFons that have 
operaFons linked to water resources, it is equally important for these enFFes to understand the 
highest standards of internaFonal human rights law, and how they could apply some of these best 
pracFces. 

In reviewing the legal extracts for each of the principles selected here for the HRBA, we can highlight 
a few points for each secFon of this report: 

Non-Discrimina,on: Legal measures need to be taken to protect the more vulnerable 

It is evident from the examples shown that legislaFon relaFng to non-discriminaFon starts at naFonal 
level, in the consFtuFon. However, to really protect different vulnerable people, the legislaFon 
should be interpreted at the local level, recognising that people from differently disadvantaged 
backgrounds should have their rights protected.  From the climate adaptaFon perspecFve, the 
vulnerable groups are usually the most impacted by hydroclimaFc extreme events, requiring special 
priority to be given to these groups. Any operaFons that are linked to water resources that work in 
regions that do not specifically protect vulnerable people, should develop internal policies to reflect 
internaFonal law. 
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Public Par,cipa,on: Meaningful par,cipa,on of all relevant stakeholders needs to be ac,vely 
encouraged through law and policy. 

There are some excellent examples of parFcipaFve decision-making included in this document, 
reflecFng the delegaFon of decisions to local communiFes for water management.  Provided that 
these community groups are also able to be inclusive of marginalised people, and gender-balanced, 
then there is a high chance that their experFse and opinions are considered in a meaningful way.  
The concern is whether the direcFon from higher authoriFes is able to provide the resources, 
training and budget to ensure that these communiFes are able to work in a sustainable way for 
climate adaptaFon.  Local operators have a responsibility to ensure that management of water 
resources includes meaningful parFcipaFon of the local community. 

Access to Informa,on: Access to informa,on about water resources should be simple, easily 
accessible, and in a format that communi,es can access. 

Providing access to informaFon should be a two-way process of providing and asking for informaFon 
in order to ensure that decision-making for resilience to climate extreme events is enabled.  Many of 
these examples allow for sharing of informaFon, but it is not clear if the quality of data is sufficient to 
make fully informed decisions. This requires regular monitoring of data on quality and volumes of 
water, together with appropriate modelling for forecasFng events. From the HRBA, the data should 
be made accessible, through a wide range of media and languages to create the transparency 
required. Operators ocen have access to data on water that can be easily shared to improve local 
decision-making on water resources. 

Accountability: The grievance and remedy process should encourage par,cipa,on without 
retalia,on 

Regulatory processes are needed to support regular monitoring of environmental and water related 
standards with results shared publicly, to create full accountability.  Grievance processes cannot 
funcFon efficiently unless people are confident that they are safe to speak out, that they will not be 
prejudiced in response, and that they will see some form of acFon and redress for the problem. 
There are several good pracFces here from different countries, but accountability will only funcFon 
well if there is a transparent and safe process. This should be good business pracFce in any service 
industry. 

Sustainability: Nature-based solu,ons should always be considered as part of the solu,on for long-
term sustainability 

This is a broad topic, and it can reflect sustainable socio-economic outcomes, in addiFon to 
environmental ones. In the context of climate adaptaFon, it is important to consider all forms of 
sustainability. Several of the countries have strong laws reflecFng the link between the use of water 
and aquaFc ecosystems at the naFonal level, while considering the operaFon of drinking water and 
sewage systems. Of parFcular interest is the protecFon of wetland ecosystems in South Africa, for 
their long-term conservaFon, which also provides a natural adaptaFon to climate change. 

Sustainability as a holisFc concept is also related to the ability of local communiFes to manage their 
own resources in a sustainable manner for greater adaptaFon to climate change.  This very much 
relates to the principles of non-discriminaFon, parFcipaFon and inclusion, data accessibility and 
accountability, that are interwoven throughout all of these principles, allowing local ownership, 
innovaFve thinking based on local knowledge, and innovaFve soluFons that are driven by the 
principles of equality and inclusion for vulnerable groups. All authoriFes, service providers and 
businesses that are linked to water resources have a role to play and a responsibility to engage the 
HRBA in all stakeholder engagement and consultaFons.  
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